Lorica Segmentata in our club
Оur 2 Corbridge B model entirely made and assembled in our cluband the rear of the
seg.Corbridge B.

Оur Seg. (Corbridge B model) demonstrated on European Night of Museums in our town of
Dobrich.

We asembeled our 3 Corbridge type B. The first one was assembled and participated for the
parade in the festival Natale di Roma 2011. Now we have 3 seg. assembled in our club
guided by it. Weighs 9 kilograms and is 1 mm thick iron sheet.
Of course in our club has over 10 pieces purchased from Deepeeka respectively these are
very good products ,with good quality and good price. Our club producing is with a much
higher cost..unfortunately.
Tie Loops-hooks that we use with plate with a 'waist' (Coke -bottle shape)/ Described in
detail from the book “ Lorica-Segmentata-Volume-II-A-Catalogue-of-Finds” by M.C.
Bishop.They are very interesting and I have not seen another to produce this type of Tie
Loops hooks /Plate with a 'waist' (Coke -bottle shape).

Unique are made the hinged buckle type Category A / v (five rivets).

At least I have not seen such (hinged buckle) until now.
These hinges are manufactured entirely by me in our club (the left and right). I was
compelled to do it after the Deepeeka hingesin (in the middle) began to break. We all hope
that theywill start to produce them (the hinges)in a correct way!
Complete set (without the leather part) for a Corbridge B

Iron part is not mirror polished. Smoothing the surface by hand with sandpaper.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
This is almost complete set (without the leather part) for a Corbridge A model.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

These are pictures from our participation in the “Festivalul Antic Tomis 17-19 Аugust”
This is a picture of our Corbridge B together with a Deepeeka one of armament in our club.
From here you can see at the far left Emmanuel Van Hoof seg. In the middle is our seg and
on the most right side is the Deepeeka seg.

In action during the Roman Festival Apulum April 2017

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

This is а Deepeeka Seg. with a changed-repaired hinge from me.

